We present here a simple cellular model of random motion and social interaction of young honeybees making swarm intelligent decisions in complex dynamic temperature fields. We model also behaviors of stationary robots that affect those bees. Our study looks for a first as-simple-as-possible approach towards modeling such a bio-hybrid system. Our model predicts observed collective behaviors qualitatively very well by modeling a correlated random walk and a simple social interaction mechanism. We found that even a very simple 2-dimensional cellular model with a limited state space of 16 bit per cell suffices. Ultimately, the simplicity of the model allows fast and distributed computation. This will allow us to search for interesting swarm intelligent robotic algorithms for creating novel bio-hybrid systems composed by real animals and autonomous rule-driven cellular robots by using stochastic optimization techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Temperature plays a crucial role in the collective physiology of a honeybee colony. It allows rapid brood growth and is thus a fundamental aspect for the population dynamics of a honeybee colony [17, 3] . It was found that young honeybees show a complex behavior in heterogeneous temperature fields similar to the thermal conditions found in the brood nest area of honeybee colonies. For example, a group of young honeybees can locate itself at the optimal temperature spot among several options containing also local optima [25] . This is achieved without individually visiting and comparing all these places, thus it is achieved collectively as a result of swarm intelligence [5] , [14] . Interestingly, it was found that these collective behaviors can be produced by a very simple set of individual rules, known as the agentbased BEECLUST algorithm [22] , as it is depicted in Figure  1a . These rules are based on temperature-mediated resting behaviors that bees exhibit after bee-to-bee collisions. It allows the group (the 'swarm') to pick the optimum from multiple choices without explicit communication, without global self-localization of agents and without using explicit memory inside of the agents [15] . This algorithm has been implemented in robot swarms [23, 12] and agent-based models [4, 13] . Its main advantage is that the agents themselves (e.g., through their placement in the environment) act as collective memory and communicate indirectly via modulating collision probabilities at various places in the habitat.
Research question: Here we aim to maximally simplify the BEECLUST model. We look for a cellular model [10] , inspired by cellular automata [27] , requiring a minimum number of bits (states) per cell, to achieve collective behaviors that resemble those observed in real honeybees. To validate such a rule set we compare it to observed honeybee behaviors in several different sets of environmental conditions. This is an important endeavor in the project ASSISIbf [2] , which associates an array of locally interacting spatially fixed 'robots' to allow interaction with the bees (Figure 1b) . In ASSISIbf, these non-moving robots are called CASUs (Combined Actuator and Sensor Units). Although they are immobile they exhibit autonomous agency, e.g. by sensing, by computing and by actuating. The robots sense nearby bees with infrared sensors and they perform estimates of local bee numbers or densities [21] . Besides sharing these data with local neighbors they can also act on bees by locally producing temperature or by cooling down. This is known to affect the behaviors of bees, as it is already expressed in the BEECLUST algorithm (Figure 1a) . In fact, an array of CASUs can act as a heat-modulating cellular automaton that interacts with an embedded swarm of real bees (Figure 1bc ).
The model
Our model is a 2-dimensional cellular model. Its basic structure is a lattice or array C consisting of Nx by Ny cells that represent possible locations of honeybees in an experimental arena. We assume that each cell can hold one bee, thus each cell represents an area of approx. 1.0 cm 2 . We assume that each bee can move by one cell length every time step. Assuming the speed of an average bee at 1.0 cm/sec, this shows that our model uses a time resolution of Δt = 1.0 sec. One run in our model was lasting for 1800 or 5400 time steps, what corresponds to 30 or 90 min. For our model validation we emulated the following experiments conducted with real bees: Observations of aggregation behaviors in flat temperature fields of various temperatures and aggregation at a global optimum with and without local optima ( Figure  2ab ). We varied population sizes of bees in most of those experiments. Later, we also emulated a 3x3 CASU array in a circular arena (Figure 2cd ). The configuration of each cell i at each time step t is expressed by the following cell states:
• • C steps. This is a conservative assumption, several studies indicated the ability to discriminate differences down to Δtemperature = 0.25
• C, e.g., see [7] . In total the model requires 5 bit to encode the temperature information, 5 bit to encode the waiting time information and 6 bit to encode the local presences and orientation of bees, walls and heat spots. This yields a total amount of information of 16 bit per cell as cell state space. However, in most of our experiments we use only two or three different temperatures. This further reduces the required amount of info per cell to 13 bit per cell. Two of these binary states do not change over time (wall(i) and spot(i)), further decreasing the required state space to 11 bits per cell for dynamic data. Several pieces of info (τwait(t, i), temperature(t, i) and orientation(t, i)) are not evaluated for every cell but only for those cells that actually hold bees, thus the relevant total state space further reduces to the following equation Figure 3 shows the flow of logic in our cellular model in a python-like pseudo code. The basic idea is that we select all cells (line (l.) 01 ) and check whether or not they contain a bee (l. 02 ). If a cell contains a bee we check if the bee is in resting state (τwait(t, i) > 0, l. 03 ). In this case we will just reduce the waiting counter τwait(t, i) by a value of 1 (l. 04 ). Otherwise, if τwait(t, i) is already zero, we will try to move the bee to a new cell(l. 05 ).
The honeybee behavior model
Next, we determine, through drawing a random (uniform) number between 0.0 and 1.0 and a probability threshold α, whether the bee will continue to move in its current direction or pick a new direction randomly (l. 06 -09 ). In the first case we select the cell to which orientation(t, i) points from the 8 neighbor cells as new T ARGET (l. 10 ). In the second case, we select a random cell from the 8 neighboring cells as T ARGET and adjust the value of orientation(t, i) accordingly (l. 08 ). The higher the value of α, the more likely the bee will choose always a newly randomized direction. Thus, with α = 1.0 the bee will perform an uncorrelated random walk (like brownian motion) and with α = 0.0 the bee will always move in a straight line until it bumps into a wall (l.
-15 ) or into another bee(l. 16 ).
Then we randomly select σ other cells from the remaining 7 neighborhood cells (l. 11 ). At these cells and also at the T ARGET cell we check whether or not another bee is there (l. 16 ), assuming that a bee can detect the local presence of other bees not only when directly bumping into it head-on, but also based on other random body contacts, e.g. at its antennae or feet.
If one of the selected neighborhood cells (including the cell T ARGET ) contains another bee, the focal bee switches to the resting (waiting) mode. The duration of the resting is dependent on the local temperature (temperature(t, i)) based on a stimulus-response function: We set τwait(t, i) = f (temperature(t, i)) (l. 17 ). From empirical data we know that bees do not wait after meeting another bee in cold areas and that they wait longer with increasing temperatures up to 36
• C -38
• C . Thus we modeled the f () according to equation 2 as
which floors the waiting time at τmin below T * min , ceils it at τ max wait above T * max and scales it linearly increasing from τ min wait to τ max wait between T * min and T * max according to the local temperature T * . This partially linearized stimulus-response function roughly mimics the sigmoid function described in ( [15] , [18] ).
Finally, in case our bee did not detect another bee, it will 
Experimental procedures
In order to validate our model against empirical data, we simulated 5 types of experiments that were conducted with real bees in a circular arena:
In those experiments we used ceramic heat lamps to heat selected areas of an arena to desired temperatures. We kept those temperatures stable with PID controllers and floor sensors [26] . We parameterized our model accordingly to those conditions and ran a set of experiments to gather corresponding model predictions.
Then we perform a model analysis especially focusing on our free parameters σ (social parameter) and α (correlatedness of the random-walk). This analysis checks for model sensitivity to our free parameters and informs us about the effect of those parameters on predicted collective behaviors.
Finally, we perform one simulation experiment in which we simulate an array of 9 CASU robots organized in a 3x3 array that perform a pre-programmed change of their temperature production profile and predict the corresponding behaviors of a group of bees in such a CASU robot array.
In all our simulations we used a specific set of default parameter values (see Table 1 ). In most runs we used only those parameter values. In specific parameter sweeps we varied one of those parameters systematically.
EXPERIMENTS AND THEIR RESULTS

Model validation
For model validation against empirical data we conducted the following sets of simulation runs with our model: Experiment 1: Two group sizes (N bees = 24 and N bees = 128) run in a homogeneous temperature field of 29
• C (N = 30 repetitions/group size, runtime = 1800 steps). Our cellular model predicts the emergence of almost no clusters for 24 bees and the emergence of a few small clusters for 128 bees in this environment after 1800 time steps, corresponding to 30 min with real bees. All these clusters emerge (randomly) distributed across the arena.
See Experiment 3: A group of bees (N bees = 64) runs in a temperature gradient field produced by one heat spot of 36
• C on the left side of the arena with an ambient temperature (pessimum) of 31
• C (N = 30 repetitions, runtime = 5400 steps). Our model predicts the emergence of large clusters preferentially in the warm left zone in this environmental configuration (see Figure 5b) , what is in accordance to empirically observed data. Experiment 4: Five group sizes of bees (N bees ∈ 1, 6, 24, 64, 128) run in a complex temperature field of two overlapping gradients produced by two differently warm heat spots (36
• C left spot, 31
• C pessimum, 32
• C right spot; N = 30 repetitions/group size, runtime = 5400 steps). Figure 6 shows a strong accordance of our simulation to observations of real bees: In both cases the agents prefer to aggregate on the left side (global optimum) and there is also slight aggregation on the right side (local optimum). With increasing numbers of bees, the aggregation of the bees first grows stronger on the left side, until the group size of N bees = 128 bees is reached. At this group size the local optimum on the right side starts to attract bees to the cost of the left side aggregation. Figure 5c shows that the time budget of single bees in all 3 zones closely resembles the Uniform random Distribution Model (UDM). Contrary, in runs with groups of bees the fraction of bees across those 3 zones strongly deviates from this pure random-choice model prediction. This suggests that the observed distributions of bees in groups are nonrandom, agreeing with findings in real bees [25] .
Analysis
A preliminary version of our model contained only an uncorrelated random walk (like brownian motion) where agents didn't have any directionality and also interacted only if a bee selected an already occupied cell as a new movement target. This preliminary model failed to be validated as it showed qualitatively similar behavior compared to bees but all dynamics of collective choices were happening very slow (more than one order of magnitude slower than in the real honeybee system). Thus we introduced a correlated walk (controlled by the parameter α) and a stronger local social interaction (controlled by the parameter σ) to our model.
The original model is still a special case of our final model presented here, just with α = 1.0 and σ = 0. In order to analyze the importance and effects of these two free parameters we conducted the following parameter sweeps:
Experiment 5: Systematic parameter sweep of the social parameter σ from 0 to 7 with N bees ∈ {6, 24, 64, 128} bees in the complex temperature field (see experiment 4) . N = 100 repetitions/step/group size, runtime = 5400 steps. Figure 7a shows that the parameter σ has a huge effect on aggregation behavior and collective choice: The higher the number of bees is, the sharper this effect appears: values of 3 <= σ <= 4 yield the highest aggregation success after 5400 time steps, while with higher bee populations a value of σ = 2 is more efficient. With higher population densities it becomes more likely to trigger a bee-to-bee contact in our model, thus a lower σ value suffices.
Experiment 6: Systematic parameter sweep of the correlatedness of the random-walk (α ∈ {0.00, 0.05, . . . , 1.00} with N bees = 64 simulated bees in complex temperature fields (see experiment 4) . N = 100 repetitions/step, runtime = 5400 steps. Figure 7b shows that also the parameter α has a significant effect on collective decision making: A value of α = 0.1, which is making an agent change its direction every 10 time steps on average, yields the sharpest collective decision making. This value allows the agent to cross the arena in short time but still prevents it from getting stuck at the wall, like it is the case with α = 0.0. Higher values of α decrease choice quality, as the diffusion of agents across the arena is slowed down and thus collective discrimination of both sides gets more and more slowed-down or even impaired.
First test application with emulating a preprogrammed CASU robot array
Experiment 7:
In this experiment we used an array of 3x3 CASU robots to 'guide' the bees along a path: One of the CASU robots is always presenting a global optimum temperature (36
• C) while another CASU robot is always presenting a local optimum temperature (32
• C) to test the bees' collective discrimination ability for moving aggregation targets: The two optima move across the array, as after some time the CASU robots that produce heat cease their activities and neighboring CASU robots pick up their work. This way we generate a dynamic environment in which heat spots change over time. Figure 8 shows, that the bee aggregations predicted by our model closely resemble the collective behaviors observed in real bees in such an experiment. 
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
Our model captures collective behaviors of honeybees by closely resembling observations of real honeybees in comparable situations. All major aspects of emergent collective behaviors are captured by our simple cellular model.
We first validated our model against empirical data collected with honeybees with two population sizes and two homogeneous temperature settings (Figures 4, 5a) . Then we validated the model against empirical data with heterogeneous environments with one or two temperature spots (global & local optima, Figures 5b,c, 6 ). Then we analyzed the importance of the two free parameters α and σ, showing a strong density dependence of σ (social interaction). The collective discrimination ability is sensitive to α, showing a decrease in choice quality with higher values ( Figure  7) . Finally, we demonstrated the potential of the model for predicting environments that are dynamic, e.g., by being changed through autonomous robots that socialize with the animals (Figure 8 ). In this setting we could also demonstrate (with real bees and with our cellular model) that in a setting of one global optimum and 8 local optima with differing quality, the BEECLUST behavior is still capable to select the global optimum.
For the sake of simplicity, we abstracted away many features of the real system: We assumed that all honeybees move by a correlated random walk, where the parameter α models the correlatedness of this random walk [6] . In fact it was shown that honeybees tend to keep their direction for some time (inertia, correlated random walk [11] ). Several other motion strategies are reported to exist for moving young honeybees, like 'wall followers', 'sitters', 'goal seekers' [11] . We purposely restricted ourselves from going into such level of detail in our model building to find the simplest possible model that can describe the main features observed in the system. Also the environmental model was kept as simple as possible: For example, we assumed that heat spots are having sharp edges, building 'plateaus' in the temperature fields instead of appearing as smooth temperature gradients.
In addition, we showed here a first approach to model autonomous robots that modulate bee behavior by heating or cooling. Later, we will also incorporate these robots' sensing capabilities and their autonomous agency into the model. Similar representations of animal behaviors have been used in [24] to model older honeybees in self-organized temperature clusters. In contrast to our work, which models young honeybees, the model of [24] was focused on a full-hive context and on older bees that produce heat by themselves. Thus it was more complex, for example, a diffusion-andinsulation model of heat flows was included there. Simple animal interaction models following a cellular approach were also used to model food-transportation in ant trails [1] and the water storage and exchange in paper wasps [9] .
The simplicity of the rules and the high-speed computation, that results from this model simplicity, will in future allow us to conduct exhaustive searches for individual behaviors that lead to interesting swarm-level behaviors by stochastic optimization methods, e.g., machine learning [19] , genetic programming [16] or evolutionary computation [8] , [20] . By doing so, we can allow the robotic nodes in the system to perform learning at run-time, what will allow them to integrate themselves smoothly into the honeybee society and then to act as 'probes within the swarm' for us to further investigate this swarm intelligent honeybee system. The model presented here is a crucial ingredient in this scientific plan, as it is computationally slim, allowing exhaustive searches of the parameter space. In addition, it is very open to extensions and elaborations to satisfy future demands.
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